DRESTER GRAND PRIX BY HEDSON
Wheel washers that improve the efficiency and speed in
the Tyre shop with an exceptional cleaning performance

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY CLEANING
Efficient and environmentally friendly cleaning method
with plastic granules and heated water
The Drester Grand Prix by Hedson series set the standard
for wheel washers, with an outstanding cleaning result for all
kinds of rims, the fastest and most rational cleaning combined
with an attractive design and sophisticated but easy to use
software.

TECHNICAL DATA
Wheel width

145-360 mm

Wheel diameter

540-860 mm (33,8”)

Max Wheel
Weight

60 kg

With the wheel washers you get both clean wheels and a clean conscience. The
water consumption per washed wheel is very low and no chemicals that can be
harmful for the user or the environment are being used. The plastic granules
(Drester DoublePower by Hedson) are made of disposable material.

Air pressure

8-12 bar

Power supply

400V, 3~,
230V, 3~,
50 Hz, 16A 50 Hz, 32A

With the innovative and pioneering Drester Quick Lift by Hedson (patent pending),
together with the door loading system of the Drester Grand Prix by Hedson wheel
washers, Hedson takes a major leap forward in ergonomic wheel handling. The
Quick Lift loads a heavy wheel in less than 3 seconds, and it can easily be adapted
to below models from Drester Grand Prix serie.

Measures
(WxDxH)

1090x1250x1500 mm

Water
consumption

1 liter/washed wheel

 Energy-saving intelligent heating system
 Low water consumption through closed water system
 Environmentally friendly and gentle cleaning method
 Programmable wash cycles, time controlled heater
 Heat insulating and impact resistant HPE water tank
DRESTER GP 12 SILVERSTONE BY HEDSON
Premium wheel washer with outstanding cleaning performance

Drester GP 12 Silverstone

The GP 12 has a patented dynamic flush pipe for fast and efficient cleaning, especially good for cleaning high polished alloy rims, big tyres (SUV, transporters), and
more sophisticated rims.

DRESTER GP 10 MONZA BY HEDSON
Rational and efficient wheel washer with fantastic cleaning
performance
The GP 10 wheel washer has fixed flush pipes for rational and efficient cleaning,
suitable for standard tyres.
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